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Abstract: Starting from a subjective assignation of weights related to the relative importance of 
the different level sets, we define a new method of comparison of fuzzy numbers. This 
procedure is an extension of some well-known indices (Adamo, Tsumura et al., Yager). Some 
properties of our index are studied in this paper, as well as its beha~our on several particular 
cases. 
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lntreducfion 

The fuzzy set theory, and particularly the concept of fuzzy number, provides an 
appropriate theoretical framework to model quantities that are imprecise because 
of their own nature or some faults in measurement. 

Fuzzy numbers have been applied on decision and optimization problems, 
among others. In these problems, the necessity of procedures to rank fuzzy 
numbers is obvious. 

All the proposed methods can be classified as corresponding to two different 
approaches: 

(A) Ranking fuzzy numbers using crisp relations. This is the case of the 
procedures based on a ranking function (see Yager [10], Adamo [1] or Gonz~tlez 
[6] as examples). 

They lead to a crisp total order relation between fuzzy numbers, induced by the 
classical order on the real line. Our method could be included in this approach. 

(B) To give a comparison index for each pair of fuzzy numbers. In this case, a 
fuzzy relation is built. 

The works of Dubois and Prade [4] and Delgado et al. [3] are examples of this 
approach. 

A good survey of all these methods can be found in Bortolan and Degani [2]. 
Ranking of fuzzy numbers is a complex problem. Methods in the current 

literature give no good solution for every problem. For this reason, we have 
thought about the possibility to define a new ranking index using the decision° 
maker's subjectivity. 

Since results of comparison in real problems affect implicated individuals, their 
subjectivity should be reflected in the method for ranking. 
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The index we propose is based on: 
(1) a function on selected !evel sets reflecting the position of the fuzzy numbers 

on R, and 
(2) the integration of the values of this function through weights, which 

represent the subjective importance of each level set for the decision-maker. 
In Section 1 fuzzy numbers and other basic concepts are defined. Section 2 is 

devoted to defining our procedure of comparison and to study its properties. 
Moreover this approach is related to pre~'ious ones and it is shown in Section 3 
how our method generalizes other ones. In Section 4 we make a particular study 
for triangular fuzzy numbers. Finally, an example is presented in Section 5. 

L Notation and basic definitions 

The following definition of fuzzy number is considered: 

Def~fion 1.11. The fuzzy subset `4 of R (real line) with membership function 
A(.) is a fuzzy number iff: 

(i) '¢o~ ¢ [0, 1], A~ ffi {x ¢ R I A(x)~ > o~} (~-level set of ,4) is a convex set. 
(ii) A(.) is an upper semicontinuous function. 

(iii) `4 is normalized, i.e., ::Ira ¢ R such that A(m) ffi 1. 
(iv) supp(`4) ffi {x cR  IA(x) >0} is a bounded set of R. 

The set A~ =~x ¢ R I A(,x) = 1} is called mode of `4. When A1 = {m}, i.e., it is 
a single point,A is a unimodal fuzzy number. 

Dubois and Prade [5] define fuzzy numbers as unimodal fuzzy numbers. We 
prefer to omit this condition since in our method it is not necessary. 

We will denote by N the set of fuzzy numbers. 
From Definition 1.1 level sets of a fuzzy number `4 are closed real intervals 

A .  ffi [~ ,  b~] V0r ¢ (0, 1]. 

When 0~ ffi 0, we consider Ao as the closure of supp(`4). 

Remark. As is well known, a closed real interval I can be considered as a fuzzy 
number, if we identify it with a fuzzy subset of R whose membership function is 
equal to the characteristic function of 1, that is, if 

l - [ a , b ] ,  a, b c R ,  

then we identify I with the fuzzy subset [ whose membership function is 

1 i fx¢[a,b],  
l (x)= 0 i fx¢[a,b],  

and it is obvious that [ is a fuzzy number. 
If a = b then the interval I becomes a real number, so that it can be considered 

the real line included in the set N, too. 
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Following the approach (A), we define a ranking function to compare fuzzy 
numbers. This function is called 'average index' because it can be interpreted as a 
weighted average in the following way: First, the decision-maker chooses ~ subset 
Y of the unity interval, so that the associated level sets contain the information 
which is considered outstanding about the imprecise qua~tity. Next, he assigns a 
weighL represented by a probability distribution P, to the different elements or 
measurable subsets of Y. Also, the decision-maker determines a position function 
giving to each associated level sets a real number. Finally, the index is defined as 
an average of positions of level sets in Y using P. 

So, the basic elements to define the index are: 
(1) A set Y ¢ ~([0, 1]). 
(2) A probability distribution P on Y. 
(3) A function fA: Y--~ R which represents the positions of every level set of 

in R. 
The most frequent choices for Y are finite and interval sets. Anyway, the three 

elements of the model can be subjectively determined by the decision-maker. 

Definition 2.1. The number 

Vp(,4) = fyfA(o:) dP(=) V.~ E N 

is called average index of A. 

By means of Vp(.) a comparison relation on N is built: 

VA, eN (*) 
L 

We will say that ,4 is indifferent to B iff their average indices coincide: 

= v,,(A)= 
Relation ( * )  is a crisp preorder on N and an order relation on N~ "-. 

In general, the definition offA Could be made arbitrarily by the decision-maker. 
However we propose to choose one point included in each level set =4= of A as 
value for fA(a~). Thus, we define 

Y--,R, = Xb= + ( 1 -  

whe,~e ~ ~ [0, 1], A= = [a=, b~], A ¢ N. 
The parameter ~. is an optimisn~-pessimism degree, which must be selected by 

the decision-maker: 
When the most advantageous decision is to choose the greatest quantity, ~.,n 

optimistic person would think of the upper extreme of the interval b,, (~, = 1), 
which reflects the greatest possible profit. On the contrary, a pessimistic person 
would prefer the lower extreme of the interval a~ (~. = 0), which represents the 
least he can win. 
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When the most advantageous decision is to choose the least quantity, the 
interpretation is the opposite, with ,t. = 0 for optimism and 3. = 1 for pessimism. 
Thus, if the optimism-pessimism degree of the decision-maker is # e [0, 1], the 
paramete., ,I. for the function f~ is 

[# if the 'best' is the 'greatest', ;L 
t 1 - #  if the 'best' is the 'least'. 

Between the two extreme values ~. = 0 and ~ = 1 there is an attitudes scale for the 
uncertsJnty for each decision-maker. 

When we use the function f~ we denote the average inde~ of ,4 by V~(,~). 
Now, we study some properties of the average index. Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 

study the average index when the fuzzy number is representing a crisp number or 
a crisp interval, respectively. 

Proposition 2.1. I f  a E R then V~(a) -- a, Vg G [0, 1]. 

Proof. If a ~ R then f~(o~) =a ,  V= ¢ Y, VZ ¢ [0, 1]. Ther¢fore V~(a) =a. [] 

Because of this result, the order defined through V~, generalizes the usual order 
on R. 

lh'eposifion 2.2. Let I -- [a, b], a, b ~ R and J, ~ [0, 1]. Then 

V~,(1) = Zb + (1 - Z )a .  

Peeof. Vo~ e Y, I ,  --- L Then 

V'p(1) = fv (Ab + (I - A)a) dP(gg) -- ~b + (I - A)a. [] 

The restriction of V~ to crisp sets provides an appropriate method to rank real 
intervals. 

Pt~podtion 2.3. Let ,4, B ~ N and suppose (~ is the extended addition of . fuzzy 
numbers. Then 

Pceef. Using the following result (Nguyen [7]): 

(,4 + g,  

and putting A,, = [a,~, b=], B= = [c,~, d,,], it follows that 

(,,l +c,,,b,, 
Therefore 

f~Aea(tx)--fXA(O{) + f~a(O~) VO{ ~ Y, 

and the result is obtained because of the linearity of the integral operator. [] 
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P r e p ~ e n  2.4. Let r ¢ R and A ~ N. Then 

Proof. As (r'A'). = rA~ Vo: e Y, it follows that 

ffi w G Y 

and again because of the linearity of the integral operator the result holds. [] 

1Pmpes|ti~n 2.$. Let A, B, C, D ¢ N. I f  A ~ B and C ~ D then 

.~ @~. ~ @ f~. 

Freer. The result follows from Proposition 2.3. 13 

li~'opesHion 2.6. Let A ¢ N be a unimodal fuzzy number with symmetric member- 
ship ,function around the mode m of A. Then 

= m. 

Preef. Since the membership function of ~ is symmetric around m, 

A ~ - - [ m - c o ,  m+c~], 

whence we conclude that f~J2(~) ffi m Va~ ¢ Y. Therefore V~,~(a~) = m. [] 

Comparison between unimodal fuzzy numbers with symmetric membership 
function using V~, rz is equivalent to the comparison of their modal values. 

3. The average index as extension of some h e w n  h~ces  

In this section we will see that the average index coincides with other 
comparison indices when we use particular sets Y and probability distributions. 

Exmmp|e 3.1. Let Y = [0, 1] and 

Po(a') = otherwise, c~o e Y. 

For ,I = 1 we have 

VA~N V~(A) ffi sup{x I A(x) ~> ~o}, 

that is the index defined by Adamo [1]. 

E x ~ p i e  3.2. Let Y--= [0, 1] and 

Px((a, b]) f f ib2-a 2, (a, b]~ ~([O, 1]). 
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Then, for ~ = ½ the average index is 

V~./2(A)= +(b•+a•)ldPr(u)= (b~,+a~,)ude VAeN, 
0 

which coincides with the index proposed by Tsumura et al. [8]. 

Example 3.3. Let Y ffi [0, 1] and let PL be the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] 

PL((a, b]) = b - a, (a, b] ¢ ~P([0, I]). 

For ~ = ½ we have 

V,~ e N V~,rz(,4) = (b~, + a.)½ dPL(¢~) = (b<, + a.)½ d e  
ao 

where ~,,,~ ffi sup,,e A(x). This is the index defined by Yager [10]. 

4. The ~ v e ~ e  index fer triangular fuzzy numbers 

Let T be the set of fuzzy numbers with triangular membership function (see 
Figure 1) characterized by four parameters; ml,  m2, a and b. We will denote 
elements of T by ,4 ffi (mr, m2, a, b). 

For triangular fuzzy numbers, the function f~A is 

f ~ ( ~ ) = m ~ + c ~ ( 1 - ~ )  v~e[o,  ~], 
where rn~ ffi ~m2 + (1 - ~.)mt and cx ffi ~.b - (1 - A)a. 

We use as probability measure a normalized Stieitjes measure S on Y = [0, 1], 

S((a,b])=s(b)-s(a), (a,b)¢~([O, 1]), 

defined through a functioll s:[O, 1]---~ [0, 1] satisfying 
(i) s(O)=o, s(1)= 1; 

(ii) s is a monotone increasing function. 
The average index, in this case, has ti~e form 

f: f: v~(,~) = f~(¢)  dS(<O = (m, + c,(1 - o0) dS(¢) 

=m~, + O.(1- fo' Ot dS(oc) ). 

ml-a m~ m 2 rfi2+b 

Fig. 1. General form of elements of 7". 
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0 1 
Fig. 2. k(s) is the area below the function s. 
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Using the well-known equality 

fy h(x) dS(x)-  f:®S({x Ih(x)>~ ~})da 

we obtain 

Io" ~dS(~)- S({x Ix >~ 0:})de 

f: L' 
If we denote 

k(s)- s(,~)d~, 

which is a value depending only on the selected Stieltjes measure (see Figure 2), 
then 

v~(A) - m~ + c~k(s). 
It is obvious that the average index is 

V;(~)=f~(1-k(s)). 
Thus, given a measure, S, o~s = 1 - k(s) is called level of comparison, because 

the comparison relation is made through the value of f~ in such level (see Figure 
3). 

,I 

Fig. 3. Comparison between triangular fuzzy numbers using a Stieltjes measure. 
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When S is the Lebesgue measure ( s (x )=  x),  then 

a'L = ½ and V~.(A) -f~(12) - ,nx + ½c~. 

So, a Stieltjes measure more general than Lebesgue measure represents only a 
modification in the level of comparison. In addition any other St;eltjes measure 
with c~s = 12 gives the same order relation as that given by the Lebesgue measure. 

S. An example of fuzzy numbers compmison 

We consider fuzzy numbers A and/~ as in Figure 4, and a decision-maker with 
optimism, o pessimism degree g ¢ [0, 1]. If we use on Y= [0, 1] the Lebesgue 
measure, average indices are 

Then 

V~( ,4 )  = ~ + ~%, V~.(B) = 1 + 2~. 

Therefore 

;t i, ¢ ,  

When ~. > ½ the decision-maker is more optimistic than usual and therefore he 
prefers/] because it permits him a greatest possible profit. On the other hand 
(k < ½), a decision-maker more pessimistic than usual prefers A, which assures 
him a greatest minimum profit. For a decision-maker without optimism- 
pessimism bias (~, - ½), both quantities are indifferent. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Fig. 4. Fuzzy numbers A = (2, 1, 1) and/] = (2, 2, 2). 

6. Condusions 

We have defined a method to rank fuzzy numbers that allows us to use the 
decis ion-maker 's  subjectivity.  It has good proper t ies  and it generalizes some 
well-known procedures. 

However, the nature of the necessary elements to calculate the index V~,(A) 
makes its implementation difficult. So, for future work, it seems interesting for us 
to investigate this problem, studying the different ways to fix P and Y in the 
framework of each particular problem. 
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